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Abstract

Human learning shifts stronger than ever towards online settings, and especially towards video platforms. There is an
abundance of tutorials and lectures covering diverse topics, from fixing a bike to particle physics. While it is advantageous
that learning resources are freely available on the Web, the quality of the resources varies a lot. Given the number of available
videos, users need algorithmic support in finding helpful and entertaining learning resources.
In this paper, we present a review of the recent research literature (2020-2021) on video-based learning. We focus on
publications that examine the characteristics of video content, analyze frequently used features and technologies, and, finally,
derive conclusions on trends and possible future research directions.
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1. Introduction
The Web has fundamentally changed the way we learn.
Especially video platforms, such as YouTube, play an
increasing role here – from the about 30 million video
views a day, about 50% relate to some kind of learning
content [1]. Another YouTube-related statistic states that
as of May 2019, about 500 hours of new content were
uploaded to the platform every minute [2], implying that
users are reliant on effective search and recommendation algorithms to find content that is relevant to their
learning needs.
These algorithms need to consider multiple factors to
provide suitable rankings and recommendations. Especially in learning contexts, an open question is: When
is a video the best way to learn, depending on the individual user, the learning objective, and context factors?
This question has been investigated in several studies
in recent years, examining characteristics of the videos
and the surrounding platforms to determine when videobased learning (VBL) processes are especially successful. The resulting insights are of interest for all the involved stakeholders: (a) Platform providers who wish to
provide their users with the best possible content from
their database, but also (b) content producers who aim
to develop efficient and entertaining learning resources,
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(c) teachers who seek to enhance their teaching by integrating adapted multimedia resources, and finally, (d) students who pursue a more effective learning process and
experience.
In this paper, we provide a review of recent research
on the analysis of video-based learning, with a focus on
studies that examine video characteristics. For this purpose, we performed a systematic literature search. Here,
we present a preliminary summary of our findings from
the most recent publications, covering the years 2020 and
2021. We systematize the contents of 41 reviewed papers
and provide an overview on (a) the chosen research approach (e.g., empirical study, tool prototype, production
guidelines), (b) considered video characteristics, and (c)
tasks and technologies used to develop VBL tools and
frameworks. From these dimensions, we derive recent
research trends and identify gaps that provide directions
for future research.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents the related work; Section 3 describes
our methodology; Section 4 provides an overview of the
video-based learning field, its benefits, potentials, and the
current challenges; and explains why identifying relevant
features in videos is important. Section 5 presents the
results of the review. Finally, we summarize our findings,
point out the limitations, and conclude with indications
for future research in Section 6.

2. Related Work
We found four survey articles that examine video-based
learning. Their core characteristics are summed up in

Table 1
Core information of related survey articles Reference & publication year, temporal scope of the survey, number of reviewed
papers and reviewed characteristics
Ref.
[3] (2013)

Review period
2000-2012

N° papers
166

[4] (2014)

2003-2014

76

[5] (2018)

2007-2017

178

[6] (2020)

2008-2019

39

Review dimensions
1) Type of research
2) Sample
3) Subject area
1) Learning effectiveness
2) Teaching methods
1) Video type
2) Population
3) Control of prior knowledge
Teacher perception and reflection

Table 1. All of them reference the significant development
in research on VBL [4] or the increase in publications
[5, 3] as a motivation for their work. Giannakos [3] and
Poquet et al. [5] find that there is an increase specifically
in empirical studies.
All four surveys focus on different key characteristics
(see Table 1, column “Dimensions”); and derive common
themes and research trends based on these. For instance,
Giannakos [3] centers on the development of the field and
shows a shift in the used technologies. Yousef et al. [4]
concentrate on the effectiveness of VBL and provide a
review of teaching methods using video, design features,
and how video-based contents and tools are integrated.
Poquet et al. [5], spotlight the video characteristics that
have been analyzed in research with specific regard to
their influence on learning effectiveness. As stated by
the authors, the most often used metrics to qualify the
effectiveness are recall (remembering information) and
transfer (applying what was learned to different scenarios), followed by motivation, cognitive load, mental effort,
attention, and affect. The most analyzed features are text,
audio, animations, and the video production style. Table 2 summarizes the features derived in their review. It
is also found that when data sources are available, the
most common sources are eye-tracking and click-stream
data. A very recent work by Sablic et al. [6] reviews
approaches to support teachers’ self-reflection and professional development with video recordings of teaching
sessions.
Giannakos [3] discovers a shift in the focus of research
from social science disciplines to more technological domains. In accordance to these findings, Poquet et al. [5]
state that more often than other subjects, the reviewed
studies focus on STEM topics. The authors further find
that these are followed by psychology, humanities, and
social domains. The identified research trends include
collaborative video-based learning [4], the effect of annotation and authoring features [4], and the use of videos
as an instrument for reflective teacher education [6].

4) Technology type
5) Style of use
3) Design
4) Reflection
3) Sample size
5) Video features

The present review follows a similar format to the one
presented by Poquet et al. [5], such that our results are focused around the video characteristics that are analyzed
or experimented with, and collect additional context information such as study sample sizes and covered subject
areas. Further, this review is more comprehensive in that
it does not include only papers that studied the effects on
the learning effectiveness but any paper that examines
features of video-based learning materials regardless of
the ultimate goal. For example, papers whose aim is to
propose tools, analyze data from e-learning platforms or
suggest features that should be considered in the design
of educational videos.Also, in contrast to Giannakos [3]
and Yousef et al. [4], this review deepens into the technological trends of VBL by detailing not only the developed
tools but the technological tasks carried out to develop
such tools. Moreover, our review complements previous studies by focusing on the most recent publications
(2020-2021).
Inductively, we deduce a taxonomy of researched video
features. This is used to structure our account of research
in the domain; and will guide the successive extension
of our review towards earlier works.

3. Methodology
This literature review covers studies extracted from three
academic databases: (a) the Digital Bibliography and Library Project (DBLP), (b) the Association for Computing
Machinery (ACM), (c) and SpringerLink databases.
These are specialized in the computer science field and,
thus, provide suitable domain specificity not only for our
review of technological systems surrounding video-based
learning but also to identify the state of the art in this
specific research area.
We iteratively refined our set of query terms, to include
new vocabulary from the research papers. Whenever we
encountered a new term to describe research around VBL
in an article, we went back to the databases and re-ran

Table 2
Literature review findings of Poquet et al. [5]

4. Video-based Learning

This section gives a short introduction to video-based
learning, including a discussion of potentials and challenges as outlined in the reviewed papers, and motivates
our specific interest in research works on the analysis
of video characteristics. It lays the foundation for the
following discussion of the literature review with a focus
on video features.
Others
The task of learning by using video sources has
adopted the name of video-based learning (VBL). This terminology is used in several studies (e.g., [3, 5, 4, 6]). In the
context of this review, the term “video-based learning” is
employed in the same way, that is, as gaining knowledge
and skills by using video material. This process is manifold and involves several actors beyond the learner and
the video such as learning platforms. Consequently, we
consider VBL in its wider context by including features
Dependent
of video platforms.
variables
Potentials: It has been argued that VBL can be a powerful tool to enhance teaching and learning. Yousef et
al. [4], for instance, state educational videos to be effecTable 3
Search queries: Base terms in the first column are joined (us- tive, able to increase motivation, engage the learner, and
support diverse learning styles. The authors further uning logical AND) with extensions in the second column
derline the videos’ potential to convey information that is
Base
Extension
hard to capture in text, e.g., to visualize procedural inforVideo-based
Learning
mation. They cite several studies that present evidence
Video
Education Educational Instructional
about videos improving not only the learning outcome
Learn
Learning
Instruction
but also the satisfaction, interaction, and communication
Teach
Teaching
Explaining
among learners.
Knowing
Knowledge Explanatory
Videos are already an integral part of students’ learnTutorial
Student
Classroom
Pupil
School
University
ing habits [1] and common teaching practices [5]. Indeed,
Skills
some even state that in online education, videos might
become the main medium [7]. One reason for this development is certainly availability: Video production has
the search with the new terminology. The final set of become much easier [5]; and dedicated platforms proquery combinations can be found in Table 3.
vide simple, scalable ways for dissemination [3, 8]. This
The resulting set of papers was filtered based on the allows laypeople and professional teachers to make their
following criteria:
materials available to the world.
Challenges: While offering many proven benefits,
1. Videos are used in academic learning scenarios there are challenges involved in the production and dis(this excludes tutorials for everyday tasks, such semination of efficient video-based learning resources.
as cooking instructions).
Guo et al. [8] found in interviews that the video edit2. The article considers videos as learning resources ing “was not done with any specific pedagogical “design
(this excludes the use of video recordings in re- patterns” in mind” [8, p. 45]. The authors also conclude
flective scenarios, such as in teacher education). that the production of videos is based on “decisions on
anecdotes, folk wisdom, and best practices distilled from
3. The article examines specific characteristics and studies with at most dozens of subjects and hundreds of
features of the video-based learning materials.
video watching sessions.” [8, p. 42], which evidences the
lack of understanding of how to produce effective videos.
Here, we report on a subset of 41 articles, focusing on Furthermore, it is still unclear if techniques from classical
very recent publications from the years 2020 and 2021. It classroom scenarios can be directly transferred to VBL
is planned to extend the review in the future to cover a environments, or if and to what degree VBL scenarios
longer period time.
need customized didactic approaches and concepts.
Another challenge arises from the question of how a
Category
Presentation
features

Features
Video modality (e.g., text, audio, animation, and voice over slides)
Text customization (e.g., personal pronouns)
Signaling (e.g., highlight relevant information)
Video Usage (e.g., videos instead of faceto-face-lectures)
Content (e.g., metaphors in contrast to
descriptive language)
Task (e.g., annotation features)
Quizzes
Learner characteristics
Learner Control (e.g., pause, play)
Distraction
Recall (remembering information)
Transfer (applying what was learned to
different scenarios)

learner can be supported in her video-based learning trajectory. It is widely recognized that learners have diverse
needs [8], depending on their current learning objective,
context, and general preferences. How to analyze and
index video resources to satisfy these individual requirements is still an open research question. As we will show
below, exploring possible features for the automatic determination of video content and quality is one active area
of research. These explorations are indispensable in the
quest to allow diverse learners a satisfying video-based
learning experience.
Lastly, MOOCs (Massive Open Online Courses) and
similar educational courses are a central research area,
mainly because they have enabled data analysis at scale.
But it is precisely the large-scale nature of MOOCs that
can carry issues in handling and processing such a massive amount of information. As stated by Guo et al. “The
scale of data from MOOC interaction logs hundreds of
thousands of students from around the world and millions of video watching sessions is four orders of magnitude larger than those available in prior studies” [8,
p. 42]. Moreover, critics directed to the research community have been raised as well. For example, a challenge
that needs to be confronted in these big scenarios is finding how to incorporate controlled experiments [4] and
methods or instruments from other fields, such as the
field of psychology, instead of relying only on data analysis [5].
Importance of features: Research on VBL poses a
number of relevant questions: How can efficient learning
be facilitated and improved? How to enable long-term
learning success? How to ensure the learner’s engagement and satisfaction? The answer to these questions
strongly relies on one base research question: What characterizes an effective learning video? [8, 4, 5] The search
for relevant video features has been widely studied from
the perspective of different research fields (e.g., [9]), and
in an exploration of what is possible with current technologies (e.g., [10]). In consequence, there is a multitude
of variables that have been extracted, studied, and manipulated. Video is a complex medium combining audio,
text, and visual information from all of which features
can be extracted and combined. These can range from
low-level features like the use of audio quality features
(e.g.,[11]), to high-level features where semantics try to
be captured (e.g., [12]). Features can also not necessarily come directly from the video but can result from the
interaction with a video, e.g., views and likes (e.g., [13]).
Additional to the characteristics of the video, it is vital
to study its environment. The success of a VBL process
is further influenced by functionalities of the surrounding platform, the learner’s context, and the instructor
captured in the video.
In our review, we focus on those features directly
related to the learning video, with the goal to outline

current insights and research trends. The discussion of
learner-related features, such as previous knowledge and
skills, is out of the scope of this review (see, for instance,
[14] for a recent review).

5. Literature Review
This section summarizes our findings from the analysis
of 41 publications on video-based learning in the period 2020-2021. We analyze (a) the principal research
approach (Section 5.1); (b) the target task and the used
technologies (Section 5.2); (c) the video features explored
in the studies (Section 5.3); (d) and, finally, verify former
surveys’ finding that there is a specific focus on STEM
subjects in VBL studies (Section 5.4).

5.1. Research Approaches
Four main research approaches have been identified in
the reviewed literature: (1) Controlled experiments,
which in this study are defined as experiments where
one or a few variables are manipulated (according to the
learning context, video characteristics, or content) and
where the impact of this manipulation is measured by
some target metric. This group includes experiments run
in laboratory settings, but also those performed in realistic academic environments such as university courses.
This category accounts for 22 instances (54%) in the reviewed papers. (2) Novel tools, architectures, or analysis pipelines surrounding video-based learning scenarios are covered in 16 (39%) articles. (3) Design principles and guidelines for the creation of educational
videos are presented in two publications (5%). (4) Results
of the analysis of data generated by users in a videobased online learning platform are presented in one paper
(2%).
Table 4 lists all the publications in each category. The
high number of empirical studies matches Poquet et al.’s
[5] statement that, especially after 2016, empirical works
are on the rise. However, an extension of the reviewed period time is necessary to see if our findings concord with
the authors’ temporal placement of the change. Within
this category (controlled experiments), 21 out of 22 studies reported the number of participants in the experiment
(sample size). The smallest study reported 12 participants
[15] and the biggest acquired a group of 229 learners
[16]. The average number of participants was 85 learners (SD=56). Studies that focused on the development of
tools (group (2)) or data analysis of learning platforms
such as MOOCs (group (4)) often do not report a sample
size.
Some of the subsequent sections focus on a subset of
the groups since not all dimensions can be meaningfully
extracted from all research objectives. The following

review of used technologies, for instance, only makes
sense in the context of works that have a technology
component, and will, consequently, mostly cover works
of the group (2).

a Coursera course (a MOOC provider) [37]. All these
recent examples make use of deep learning technologies, specifically, neural networks with gated recurrent
units [37], recurrent neural networks (RNN) [38], or long
short-term memory neural networks (LSTM) [36]. These
classifiers have been mainly fed with real-time features
Table 4
[36, 37], especially play, pause, and speed rate, however,
Papers according to the research approach
aggregated data [37] and results of quizzes have also been
Research Approach
Publications
explored [38].
Controlled Experiments
[16, 15, 17, 18, 19, 20, 10, 21,
Two of the 16 reviewed papers in this section (13%)
22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29,
focus
on video segmentation. Video as a learning
30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35]
Tool, architecture, pipeline
[11, 12, 36, 37, 38, 13, 39, 40, medium has the downside that all information is presented sequentially. Unlike text, videos cannot be easily
41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48]
skimmed to find relevant information. This can be alleDesign principles
[49, 50]
Data analysis
[9]
viated by automatic video segmentation. In our sample,
one paper aims to automatically determine important
segments in the educational content using a bidirectional
LSTM network classifier built on pre-trained models to
extract text and visual features [11]. Das & Das [12]
5.2. Target Task and Used Technologies
improve on topical segmentation of lectures videos by
This section focuses on the 16 studies which present a identifying concepts in the speech transcripts. To achieve
technology component. From these, roughly a third of this, speech-to-text-technologies are used, pre-trained
the studies considered in this section (N=5, 31%) present neural network models are to analyze the resulting text,
recommender systems that aim to support learners in and the cluster centroid algorithm is used to group the
finding suitable learning material. One of the systems resulting concepts.
does not only recommend video resources but also learnThe remaining six studies (38%) focus on diverse tasks
ing materials in other modalities (e.g., text articles such such as video indexing [46], video ranking [43], video
as Wikipedia pages [39]). Another two systems provide customization according to the type of learner [47], prethe user with a video sequence (playlist) instead of single diction of instructors’ enthusiasm [48], matching videos
learning contents [41, 42].
with practical exercises [44] and helping educators with
A popular approach to recommend the material is the creation of teaching materials [45].
based on the extraction of topical keywords from the
video’s speech transcript [39, 40, 42], especially, by using 5.3. Features
the tf-idf algorithm. Those are then used to compute
the similarity of the currently viewed video to the other The core focus of this review is the collection of video
ones in the database [39, 40]. Tavakoli et al. [13] suggest characteristics that have been studied in the literature
not only use the current video for this but all resources (2020 and 2021). The objective is to provide an account
previously viewed by the user. They combine this infor- of how video features have been investigated, extracted,
mation with a profile of the learner’s skill set and predict and varied in the context of studies on video-based learnrelevant videos using a Random Forest classifier. Another ing in the computer science field. We developed a feature
technique is to detect prerequisite relations between the taxonomy that groups the video features into categories,
videos to generate sequences organized by difficulty and which allows for a structured presentation of our findcomplexity [41, 42]. Lastly, Tang et al. [42] addition- ings.
We identified eight high-level categories: (a) audio feaally analyzes viewer comments with sentiment analysis
to generate a playlist, assuming that positive-sounding tures, (b) visual features, (c) textual features, (d) features
related to the instructor’s behavior, (e) features resultcomments point to engaging learning material.
Other common use cases are systems for the forecast- ing from the interaction of the learner with the video
ing of learning success (N=3, 19%). “Success” can be (e.g., likes), (f) interactive features, (g) production style
operationalized in different ways: In two studies, the (e.g., Khan style), and (h) features related to instructional
objective is to predict the final score of the learner as design principles. All of these will be defined and their
“pass” or “fail”. The first case is in the context of passing appearances reviewed in separate paragraphs.
Audio features are all features that relate to the aca university MOOC course [36], and the second case is
about passing video quizzes presented by videos in an tual video’s audio stream and also the features that can
e-learning platform [38]. In a third study, the target is be extracted from it. This includes audio records (e.g.,
to forecast the probability of a student dropping out of [39]), and quality-related features, such as energy, en-

Table 5
Features taxonomy
Category
Audio features

Visual features

Text

Instructor’s
behavior

Interaction
between learners
and the video

Sub-category
Audio records [39]
Quality-related features [11, 9, 45, 50]
Person-related audio features [24, 45, 48, 50]
Frames [11, 12, 44]
Representation features (directing attention)
[24, 25, 26, 27, 19, 45]
Enhanced visuals [23, 20, 10, 21, 22]
Quality-related features [9]
Transcripts [11, 12, 13, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 46]
Metadata [13, 40, 42, 36, 9]
Visual [24, 44]

Gestures [16, 25, 48]

Body-related [48]
Personality [45]
Real-time features [36, 37, 33, 26, 34, 35, 47]

Popularity [13, 9]
Interactive
features
Production style

Instructional design principles

[38, 33, 30, 28, 26, 32, 29, 31]
[18, 32, 15, 17, 19]

Principles of multimedia learning [9]

tropy, and spectral features which allow making predictions on how well the auditory information can be
perceived, e.g., [9, 11, 45]. A second big cluster is personrelated audio features which groups characteristics directly related to the instructor’s expression [24, 45, 48].
This includes, for instance, metrics for the teacher’s voice
[45, 48], speech rate [50], used vocabulary [50], emphasis
on specific words that guide the listener’s attention [24].
The category visual features contains analyses or
adaptations related to the video’s image information.
This includes the analysis of information in video frames
as images [11, 12, 44]. Particular to video, in contrast

Examples
Energy, entropy, spectral features
Clarity of instructor’s voice, speech rate, vocabulary, attention guiding emphasis
Animations, realistic visuals, visual cues (e.g.,
color-coding, highlighting, arrows)
Augmented/virtual reality, 360-degree features

Titles, keywords, tags, video length
Visual text (text extracted from frames)
Textual cues (guiding attention to a key location
in a slide)
Beat gestures (e.g., hand strokes, natural handwaving, and pointing gestures that aim at highlight the speech), facial emotions
Volume (expansion of the teacher’s body), pose
Play, pause, rate-change (speed), seek forward,
seek backward
Percentage of the video that was watched
Average proportion of videos watched per week
Standard deviation of the proportion of videos
watched per week
Number of views, user ratings, relevancy score
(rank in search results)
Quizzes, annotation, feedback, exchange (actions to interact with other learners)
Tutorial, lecture, Khan style, talking head, Dialogue and monologue, voice over slides, only-text,
animations included
Coherence, signalling, spatial contiguity, segmentation (information in segments, rather than
a long stream), pre-training (present first the
basic information), modality (graphics and spoken words), multimedia (words together with pictures), personalization (informal conversational
style), voice (human rather than a computer
voice), image (animations)

to text and still image, is that movement can guide the
learner’s attention. These types of features are captured
in the category visual representation features where we
can find, for example, highlighting and visual cues (e.g.,
animated and appearing elements) [24, 25, 26, 27, 19,
45]. There is also work investigating visual quality features [9]. Finally, some works explore enhanced visual
representations by including 360-degree scene representations [20, 10, 21], augmented [23], and virtual reality
features [22].
In the category text features, we group every textbased information which is available about the video

or can be extracted from it. It is common practice to
generate a speech transcript from the spoken content in
a learning video. This pre-processing step transforms
hard-to-analyze speech into written text, for which sophisticated and efficient analysis methods are available.
Indeed, in our sample, speech transcripts are widely
used [11, 12, 13, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 46], and are referenced in all the works on video segmentation [11, 12],
and on recommending subsequent videos [36, 37, 38].
Many video platforms provide metadata about the
hosted videos, which are widely used as an easily available data source. These include structured information
about the video’s title, attributed keywords, tags, and similar [13, 40, 42]. Video length has been used, for instance,
by Mubarak et al. [36] as a factor to predict the learning
outcome, and by Tavakoli et al. [13] to suggest similar
videos. Finally, text, especially in learning videos, also
appears to support and visualize the speakers’ message
in the form of superimposed scene text, often in the form
of presentation slides (visual text) [24, 44].
In every learning process, the teacher is a central facilitator, there is thus a number of features related to
instructor behavior [16, 25, 45, 48]. This group captures gesturing [16, 25] and facial emotions [48], features
related to the body such as volume and pose [48], and also
information about the speaker’s personality [45], which
have been used as base techniques to determine higherlevel information.
Several studies use learner interactions with the
video as a feature. This includes real-time features of
a user interacting with a certain instructional video
[36, 37, 33, 26, 34, 35, 47], e.g., playing and pausing a
video, skipping video content or interrupting; and aggregated measures, such as the number and ratio of videos
watched in a time period, or the aggregated behavior
of several users on a certain video (e.g., [47]). Besides,
user interactions are used as indicators of video popularity [13, 9], in form of the number of views and ratings.
Interactive functionalities surrounding the
video: A critical challenge in videos is that information
is transient [51] and consumed in a rather passive
way [52, 53]. This invites superficial processing
and leads to challenges in knowledge acquisition
and integration. In consequence, several studies
investigate functionalities to actively involve the
user [38, 33, 30, 28, 26, 32, 29, 31] by adding functionalities such as interactive quizzes, collaborative elements,
or note-taking areas.
The production style category classifies characteristic types of video design [54]. It includes rough subcategories of how the learning setting is composed – e.g.,
if people are visible (talking-head video, lecture setting
with or without an audience) or not (voice-over-slides,
Khan-style lecture, animations, and films of real-world
phenomena). If there is a single speaker (monologue) or

several (dialogue, interview), and in which perspective
the content is presented (upfront, or over-the-shoulder
view in tutorials). Production style was mentioned several times as a feature in our sample [18, 32, 15, 17, 19].
There is a number of psychological and educational
theories on how to efficiently support learners with multimedia resources, references to those are collected in the
category instructional design principles. The only
theoretical element referenced in our sample is the set
of Multimedia Learning Principles introduced by Mayer
[55], which was used by Eradze et al. [9]. They collected
manual annotations that state whether a video follows
those design principles (see Table 5 for examples). The
aim was to find a correlation between the principles and
students’ perceptions regarding the quality of the video.
As shown by the taxonomy in Table 5, from all the
studies reviewed in this research work (2020-2021), the
most explored video features are text-related features,
especially transcripts. The next most investigated are interactive features, which study additional functionalities
(quizzes, note-taking) that impact the learning success.
In third place, we find real-time features. Other usually
explored features are visual features, especially features
that direct attention (e.g., animation), enhanced visuals
(e.g., 360-degree features), and production style (e.g., talking head). These findings are similar to the results of
Poquet et al. [5] who show that text, animation, audio,
and production style are the most explored features.
Lastly, we found that the impact of the above mentioned features has been measured mainly through the
learning outcome using metrics such as recall and transfer [16, 33, 30, 23, 24, 25, 28, 26, 27, 10, 32, 15, 29, 22, 34, 17,
35, 19], which, again, conforms to the results of Poquet
et al. [5]. Other frequently used metrics are: cognitive
load [16, 25, 32, 22, 34, 17, 31, 19, 33, 23, 26, 18, 32, 22],
motivation [30, 23, 20, 10, 22, 17], self-efficacy [28, 22, 17],
mental effort [16, 32, 19], eye-gaze direction [25, 15, 17],
engagement [20, 26], comprehension (understanding)
[21, 29], and social presence [16, 17]. Of these, motivation, cognitive load, mental effort, and the results of
eye-tracking were also included in the findings of Poquet et al. [5] as often used metrics. On the other hand,
the less frequently used metrics encompass: enjoyment
[10], agent-persona (credibility, engagement, and learning facilitating) [16], affective rating [16], para-social
interaction [16], self-regulated learning [33], sense of
presence (feeling of being present in the environment)
[10], perceived benefits [21], confidence [19], creative
thinking [22], application [21], analysis [21], synthesis
[21], evaluation [21], attention span [32], views about
the teaching technique [27], facial temperature [19], and
challenge [19].

5.4. Covered Subject Domain
Previous literature reviews stated that STEM (Science,
Technology, Engineering & Mathematics) areas are overrepresented in the investigation of VBL [3, 5]. This is
confirmed in our sample of research papers from 20202021. In our first category of controlled experiments, 14
of 22 studies (64%) use videos on some STEM domain.
Specifically, computer science [28, 20, 17, 35] and physics
[30, 18] are often targeted. In the remaining eight papers, teaching English as a foreign language is the most
common discipline [23, 29], followed by other social and
humanities domains.
In the research categories “Data analysis” and “Design
principles & guidelines” the main focus is also on STEM
video content. However, the small sample size in these
categories does not lead to further interpretation. Papers
in the “Tools” research category do not usually focus on
specific disciplines but aim at offering general solutions
for VBL. This is why no specific analysis regarding the
subject domain is provided.

6. Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented a survey on 41 papers
in the field of video-based learning (2020-2021) to provide a structured account of current tendencies in the
field. Specifically, we identified (a) common research
approaches, (b) target applications and the used technologies, (c) investigated video features and developed
a taxonomy which allows structuring the related work,
(d) and, finally, collected information on the covered subject domains of the learning environments.
Research approaches: The results show that more
than half of the studies are dedicated to controlled experiments (54% of the studies). A significant proportion
focused on tool development (39% of the studies), while
a very small proportion of studies dedicated effort to
analyze data from learning platforms such as MOOCs
(2% of the studies) and proposed design principles and
guidelines (5% of the studies).
Tools and technologies: The main applications in
our sample are three: (1) recommender systems (35%
of the studies in the “Tools” category), (2) predictors
of learning outcome (19%), and (3) video segmentation
techniques (13%). Technology-wise, keyword-based analyses (e.g., using tf-idf to detect pertinent keywords) are
the most commonly adopted. Approaches that aim to
provide video playlists (as opposed to singular video recommendations) often refer to techniques from the area
of prerequisite detection. Recent approaches to forecasting learning success mainly build upon deep learning
techniques (e.g., multilayer perceptrons, gated recurrent
units, RNNs, and LSTMs). A similar tendency towards
deep learning approaches can be seen in methods aiming

to improve video segmentation for educational videos;
the approaches widely rely on pre-trained models for the
extraction of textual and visual features.
Video features: In general, the most explored video
features are text-related, especially metadata and speech
transcripts. The second most studied features are interactive (such as interactive quizzes and other additional
functionalities), followed by click-stream features, visual
features, and production style.
Specifically, in the controlled experiments category,
the main features manipulated are related to interactive
features (32% of the studies), principally quizzes and annotations. Other often explored features in this category
are enhanced visual features, mainly 360-degree features,
production style features (18% of the studies) with an special emphasis in dialogue and monologue, and features
that direct the attention of the learner (18% of the studies)
(e.g., animations.)
Subject domain: Based on our sample, we found that
STEM domains are prevalent in the targeted subject areas.
Tendencies and directions: In comparison to previous reviews, the tendencies that could be reaffirmed in
this study are mainly related to the type of research that
was performed, the type of features that have been manipulated, and the subject domain in which the educational
videos have focused. Specifically, the trends discovered
by Poquet et al. [5] could be confirmed by our review:
(1) It was observed that the research community-directed
effort principally towards controlled experiments (54%
of the reviewed papers). (2) Text, animation, audio, and
production style are situated among the most explored
features. (3) Recall and transfer are the most-used metrics
to measure learning outcome and effectiveness. (4) Cognitive load, mental effort, motivation, and the results
of eye-tracking are considered among the most popular
metrics for measuring learning experience. (5) Target disciplines of the videos were primarily addressing STEM
topics
Research on video, text, and image analysis has been
dominated by deep learning approaches in recent years.
Increasingly, these also find application in the analysis of
educational data, exemplified by their dominance in learning outcome prediction, educational video segmentation,
and feature extraction. In most cases, the developed systems make use of general-purpose pre-trained models,
even though first examples of models specifically trained
on educational data exist, e.g., EduBERT [56], a word
embedding trained on educational materials. It will be
exciting to see the potential of deep learning techniques
properly adapted to educational media, and how they
will enhance educational applications.
There are various studies that investigate learning on
the web, mainly focusing on features of user behavior
[57] or textual materials. Only recent publications such as
[58] explore the role of videos in such web-based learning

processes. However, as shown here, the analysis of video
as a learning resource is a highly active research area.
The related work outlined here can be a guide for future
works which aim to integrate video-based resources into
individualized online-learning trajectories, and will provide interested scientists with a starting point for their
research.
The reviewed papers investigated a wide range of video
features, including information from the visual content,
be it textual or image, and audio information. However,
the modalities were mainly considered separately, without regard to their interactions. Research on VBL efficiency could be brought forward by a truly multi-modal
analysis of educational videos, which explores how spoken language, shown text and image, and speaker behavior exhibit a combined message as, for instance, explored by Shi et al. [59]. This is in line with psychological
research on instructional design, and might bring new
insights for educational research in quantifying formal
relationships between image, text and speech in their
impact on learning success.
Limitations and future work: This review, with a
focus on publications from the years 2020 and 2021, only
considers a short period time. It is planned to extend the
study in the future, to provide a more thorough analysis
of tendencies and directions in VBL. Moreover, although
the keyword set used in the paper retrieval process is
extensive, we plan to broaden this set to ensure a more
comprehensive literature review. As pointed out by the
reviewers of this paper, there is a surprisingly low number of MOOC-related studies included in our dataset. This
will be considered in the extension of our keyword set.
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